ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Temporal information is most ubiquitous in legal text documents to make some important conclusions in the context of decision making. Reasoning of temporal information is upcoming research area; there is lot of scope to enhance it to the down levels of Specific Events Extraction with temporal reasoning in legal text documents. The legal documents are increasing day to day including criminal laws, commercial laws, labour laws, transactional documents etc. in to the huge repositories. For instance ordering and linking of information in legal text documents with temporal relation has become essential in all the public and private sectors. It is difficult to provide computational adequacy for the temporal information in automatic extraction, representation and reasoning in the legal text. Temporal representation and reasoning theories are drawn from many domains like philosophy, computer science, linguistics and cognitive science. Temporal logics and ontologies have been implemented in many systems with different expressive power and computational complexity. Apart from the temporal reasoning plan Recognition [5] is also essential in this context. Question Answering systems, Text Summarization, Medical diagnostic reports, determining consistency satisfaction between all temporal variables, deducing new relations (computing their closure). Temporal extraction and reasoning are required in human life circle when he or she involved in a legal case. In general the search for previous cases relevant to the current case, that may not be superseded by decisions of a higher court. A viable alternative to the classic approach of ordering legal cases according to a time line, there are other applications where the automatic temporal ordering of documents becomes more important for a legal document search. Temporal representation and reasoning in legal text documents using natural language techniques are significant tasks because of: diversity of time expressions, complexity of determining temporal relations among events, difficult of handling temporal granularity, other major problems in computational NLP( E.g.:-ambiguity, anaphora, ellipsis and conjunction). To analyze automatic temporal information process, one has to know how temporal information is transformed into text. In this paper we examine the aspects of existing NLP systems that need to be improved to process temporal data. We investigate and evaluate suitable temporal ontologies and reasoning mechanisms for enhancements over the system. We proposed a novel model for extracting, reasoning and representation of temporal information in legal text documents. The research is done to build a framework that supports further application which helps legal practitioners and researchers to detect inconsistencies between events and witness statements. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 abstract frameworks is provided to have a glance over the entire process. Section 3 describes individual components. In Section 4 implementation difficulties and practical approach is narrated. At Last in conclusion the advantages, potential disadvantages of the model and future work directions to enhance the proposed model are discussed.
FRAMEWORK
The System Architecture is shown in figure1. The individual components of a framework integrated with: 1.NLP system. 2. Annotation structure and tagger for temporal expressions and events. 3. Post processor including a knowledge-based sub system and 4. A reasoning mechanism which models temporal events in temporal constraint satisfaction networks (TCSNS).
Natural Language Processing
The NLP system functional components includes: 1. Sentence Splitter. 2. Tokenizer. 3. Shallow parser. Initially NLP System takes legal text documents as an input and then it performs processing using POS Tagger (parts-of-speech). Sentence splitting and tokenization is done by POS Tagger. Output of POS Tagger is passed to the Name identification module it updates corresponding named entity tags with semantic information and gender based on application. Sentence Splitter first marks individual sentences in the text by using a set of heuristic rules for detecting the end of the sentences. The sentence boundaries are identified by scanning the text i.e. sequence of characters separated by white spaces (tokens) containing one of the symbols like'.',',',!'. Tokenization module splits the individual sentences into words using white space as delimiter and removes stop word list from the sentence( stop words like this, is, a, for, by , etc.., prepositions, conjunctions, articles etc.). The system uses Shallow Parsing method to locate interesting passages and sentences from the retrieved documents by using keyword based techniques. It also filters the passages and sentences based on the presence of the desired answer type within that candidate text. Shallow or Partial parsing is a task of recovering only a limited amount of semantic or syntactic information from the input natural language (NL). 
Annotation and Tagging of Temporal information
The specification language T i m e M L [6] [7] offers a guidelines for the annotation of temporal and event information. Similar to our approach, TimeML keeps the representation of temporal expressions and events separation: temporal expressions are tagged by TIMEX3, whereas events are annotated by EVENT. In addition two further tags called SIGNAL and LINK are used. Events are annotated by t h e < EVENT> tag. Events are described by the situations that are happened or occurred. It includes states which are s i t u a t i o n s i n which s o m e t h i n g h o l d s t r u e . It annotates additional information, such as attributes, encompasses the event class (e.g. OCCURRENCE or STATE), the tense and the aspect (e.g. PROGRESSIVE or PERFECTIVE). Temporal information 1 2: 0 0 , 24. December 2002 or 3 d a y s is t a g g e d b y < TIMEX3>. The d e f i n i t i o n o f TIMEX3> is based o n the TIMEX specification given by Ferro et al. [13] and James Pustejovsky [12] . Function words that signals the relation between temporal objects that are tagged by <SIGNAL>. In In addition, two further tags are used: SINGAL and LINK. For instance a sentence like "James left two days before the attack" is annotated with TimeML as shown below. The annotation process extracts two events i.e., left and attack), one temporal expression (i.e., 2 days) and one signal word (i.e., before).In addition, two event instances ei 1 and ei 2 are annotated. The links are established between these events is signalled by the temporal preposition before. Hence a temporal relation is stated in the TLINK tag. The attributes for the tags are not of any importance for the remainder of the paper. The usage of the attributes is explained in more detail in [2] . Example1: James <EVENTeid="ei1"class="OCCURRENCE" tense="PAST" aspect="PERFECTION"> Left </EVENT> <MAKEINSTANCE eid="ei1" event id="ei1"/> <TIMEX3 tid="t1" type="DURATION" value="P2D" temporal function="false"> 2 days </TIMEX3> <SIGNAL Sid="s1"> before </SIGNAL> the <EVENTeid="e2"class="OCCURRENCE" tense="NONE" aspect="NONE"> attack </EVENT> <MAKEINSTANCE eiid="ei2" event id="e2"/> <TLINK eventinstanceID="ei1" signaled="s1" relatedtoevent="ei2" reltype="BEFORE" magnitude="t1"/> We model the time over which an event occurs as an interval. Each interval has start and finishes time points, each of which may be constrained by temporal expressions. For example, from the statement "The John was a famous killer until 1984".We can infer that John stopped killing in 1984.However we do not know when he started killing. We represent temporal expression by placing the end points of an event in a relative timeline and determining the relation or metric relationship between the endpoint and its anchor. E.g., the John stopped killing (the finish) in (equal) 1984 (the anchor).
Example2:
Master wants to teach on Monday. Master <EVENT eid="e1" class="I_STATE" tense="PRESENT" aspect="NONE"> wants </EVENT> <MAKEINSTANCE eiid="ei1" eventID="e1"/> <SLINK eventInstanceID="ei1" signalID="s1" subordinatedEvent="e2" relType="MODAL"/> <SIGNAL sid="s1"> to </SIGNAL> <EVENT eid="e2" class="OCCURRENCE" tense="NONE" aspect="NONE"> teach </EVENT> <MAKEINSTANCE eiid="ei2" eventID="e2"/> <SIGNAL sid="s2"> on </SIGNAL> <TIMEX3 tid="t1" type="DATE" temporalFunction="true" value="XXXX-WXX-1"> Monday </TIMEX3> <TLINK eventInstanceID= "ei2" relatedToTime="t1" relType="IS_INCLUDED"/> Temporal and event-based reasoning in natural language text, particularly applied to information extraction and reasoning tasks [14] [15] [16] . Several papers from the workshop [16] point to promising directions for time representation and identification. Many issues relating to temporal and event identification remain unresolved, however, and it is these issues that TimeML was designed to address. Specifically, four basic problems in event-temporal identification are addressed: The specification language, TimeML, is designed to address these issues, in addition to handle basic tense and aspect features. The temporal constraints network model contains a set of fields that are start and finish constraints related to events. The definition of each fields, possible values and examples are described in table 1.
Post Processor
The role of the post processor is to implement issues including temporal granularity, implicit and explicit vagueness, and uncertainty. Apart from this the post processor is to resolve time expressions especially indexical expressions (e.g., "now", and "today"), which designates times that are dependent on the temporal context. Data from other sources helps to solve this problem. The most of the temporal information extracted in the first two steps is explicit; but the implicit kind of information can be extracted by the post processor. In turn there a challenge in use of processed data in NLP System, because the NLP system has to deal with the temporal concepts may not always be linked. In order to link time to event or one event to another, we built a knowledge-based subsystem by utilizing different sources. In this structure the major modules are linguistic knowledge, Domain specific knowledge and modelling temporal constraint network.
Linguistic Knowledge
Temporal discourse analysis helps to order events and link them to time. One default rule that we can use is "narrative time progression", which means "except when explicitly contradicted in the text, each successive statement either has the same "event-time" as the event in the preceding statement or is temporally after it, but is never before it". We studied that these rules can be built based on discourse structure, lexical knowledge and syntax. All these are to override the default "narrative time progression".
Domain Specific Knowledge
Time and Actions are both ubiquitous in legal domains. Notations related to time are found in major legal areas such as labour laws where time conditions to compute benefit periods. Commercial laws where as the time information used to establish validity of agreements, Criminal laws documents where the temporal information known about the various elements involved in the analysis of a criminal case. Our goal is to provide a representation framework well-suited to formalizing the temporal aspects of law in different areas. Most commonly documents handled by the lawyers (legal practitioners) in their daily work include transactional documents. That includes contracts, purchase, sales agreements and others which represent some kind of legal transaction. These documents almost contain time expressions important for the legal stature of the document. We are built a system to recognize these dates in transactional documents. Dates need to be fully defined in this sense and so a reader is never required to infer the year or month based on other evidence in the document. We found various types of dates appear in the transactional documents. 
Modelling Temporal Constraint Network
After extracting, representation of the temporal information and events from the actual legal text documents is an appropriate computational mechanism needed for automatic and efficient reasoning of temporal relationships. In this System we applied constraint propagation techniques i.e. graph-based representation where vertices represent event times and edges represent the possible temporal relationships. This is shown in figure 2 . This graphical notation represents vertices as intervals or points and the directed edges as labels. These labels are added with elements from the appropriate algebra representation the disjoints the possible relations between the two intervals or points. To leave in a consistent sate the graph is a labelled with basic relations. Such labels represented as singleton set (a set of single basic relations) and it is possible to map the vertices to a time line which have the single relations between vertices that it holds. The set of feasible relations between two vertices consists of only elements (basic relations) in that label, which is capable of being part of a consistent scenario. Finding the feasible relations that it contains and removing only those elements from the labels that are not part of a consistent scenario is also important task. Where the label I, the set of all basic relations, shows that there are no direct knowledge of relationship between A and C. There are two possible answers to problem1: find a scenario that is consistent with the information provided. Here is an example from the interval algebra for two reasoning tasks. Suppose Event A either overlaps or starts Event B, but we are not sure which one that is and Event B meets Event C. This scenario is represented as follows. To answer problem 2: find all feasible relations between every pair of intervals. The only change is that the feasible relations between A and C is made as "before" relation. This truth reflects in the figure 3. No other relation between A and C can be part of a consistent scenario. The following algorithm is to find the consistent scenario that takes times point network with npoints. If no consistent scenario exists, the algorithm reports the inconsistency. First path consistency algorithm [3] is applied before finding a consistent scenario. Interval_operator Characterizes an end point of an event; determines whether an end point of an event occurred a specified duration away from the anchor(jump)or any time between the anchor and a specified duration away from the anchor(drag) Jump(eg 3 weeks ago)or drag(eg: within the past 2 month)
Vagueness
Indicates if a vagueness modifier is contained within the expression (eg about in"about 2 weeks ago" approximately. Output: A consistent scenario (a linear ordering of the points).
Step 1: Identify all the strongly connected components (SCCs) of the graph using only the edges labeled with <, ≤, and =.Condense the graph by collapsing each strongly connected components into a single vertex. Let {S1,S2,…Sm} be the SCCs we have found (the Si partition the vertices in the graph in that each vertex is in one and only one of the Si).
We construct the condensed graph and its matrix representation, C, as follows. Each Si is a vertex in the graph. The labels on the edges between all pairs of vertices is given by Cij ∩ Cvw, I, j=1,….,m v € Si w € Sj if the empty label, ø, results on any edge, then the network is inconsistent.
Step 2: Replace any remaining ≤ labels in C with <. Perform a topological sort using only the edges in C labelled with <.
IMPLEMENTATION & CHALLENGES
In this paper we described four major components of in the framework that are 1) NLP System. 2) Temporal tagger. 3) Post Processor. And 4) Temporal Constraint Network. As completely as possible we presented temporal constraint structure that describes the original meaning of temporal information. TimeML group developed a temporal annotation guideline; it mainly focuses on news articles domain. Legal domain is more important now a days, so it is necessary to extend scope of natural language techniques to perform temporal reasoning in legal domain. In this domain legal reasoning deal normally in ad-hoc basis. Traditionally legal reasoning has been focused on AI-related research area, where content of laws and regulations may appear. Apart from this, in order to perform legal reasoning sufficient capabilities are required such as:
• Ability to reason with cases (Legal case) and examples particularly through analogy.
• Ability to handle ill defined and open textured predicates.
• The ability to handle exceptions.
• Ability to handle fundamental conflict rules.
• Ability to handle change and non-monotonicity. Case Laws are emerging area for AI researchers for several reasons. Artificial Intelligence can act as "A solution to the problem of legal problems of legal complexity". Computer programs can indeed solve legal problems. The fact that computer programs can model law is not adequate simply of academic interest. Automated case research is one potential application of intelligence which determines a solution to legal problems, it can automatically fetch relevant cases from online or offline statutory and case law databases. This framework is implemented in Python Scripting language which provides object oriented features for IR applications as business logic language. XML is used as intermediate language to provide semantic web. The system implements all operations described in this paper and uses Application Programming Interface developed with HTML Technology. To measure the effectiveness of the proposed system, we experiment our model with few legal documents belonging to three categories including Buying-selling document, Enterprise foundation document, Bank loan documents. The results are plotted using statistical measurements called Precision and Recall defined as follows: R R Recall = X 100; Precision = X 100; R + RNR R + NR R is a set of retrieved features, RNR is the number of relevant features, but Not Retrieved and NR is the number of Non Relevant features retrieved by the system. This paper is our first attempt to know how temporal information extraction techniques can be carried with formal temporal reasoning approaches. We would like to extract parts of legal text interested by legal practitioners (lawyers) with Information Extraction (IE) methods like finite state transducer. Event extraction is first task when a lawyer is interested in a specified event type mentioned in various legal documents as statutes. In second task it captures the temporal constraints that may be associated with the extracted events. As a resulting step model the temporal constraint network for reasoning the information. Legal Repositories are scattered in different locations. The autonomous structure of local system need to be integrated with distributed approach. Once the crawlers are allowed to crewel the legal document as and when required it is possible build such model that works well in the networked environment.
Recognizing the different time formats over existing documents is also a challenging task that may comes with Natural languages. Finding timed events like "October 2 th 1982 "are also difficult. There a necessity to develop new tools that recognizes the time events in all the formats. It is also a challenge to the researchers to develop linked format network to the time formats.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed framework processes the time oriented information in legal text documents. It helps to find the multiple legal attempts if any based on time event. Most of the temporal reasoning systems limit to analyze the past behaviour for decision making. Those fail in finding multiple cases on same timestamps. This attracted to propose a novel approach that addresses the timed event extraction and reasoning. This model starts with NLP prepossessing techniques followed by multiple knowledge bases, and a temporal reasoning formalism. This paper aims to support legal practitioner lawyers by providing temporal relationships for decision support. The Current model can be even implemented for Domain specific Event Extraction and Reasoning. This can be also adapted to crime investigation in various Fields including Online Fraud Detection, Cell Phoning Crime investigation etc.
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